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Phase Characterization of Chaos
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The phase of a chaotic trajectory in autonomous flows is often ignored because of the wide use o
extremely popular Poincaré surface-of-section technique in the study of chaotic systems. We pre
evidence that, in general, a chaotic flow is practically composed of a small number of intrinsic mode
proper rotations from which the phase can be computed via the Hilbert transform. The fluctuation
the phase about that of a uniform rotation can be described by fractional Brownian random proce
Implications to nonlinear digital communications are pointed out. [S0031-9007(97)04534-1]
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Many physical, chemical, and biological processes
nature are described by a set of coupled first-order a
tonomous differential equations, or autonomous flows.
widely used technique in the study of these systems is t
Poincaré surface-of-section technique [1]. On a Poinca
surface of section, the dynamics can be described by
discrete map whose phase-space dimension is one l
than that of the original continuous flow. This sectionin
technique thus provides a natural link between contin
ous flows and discrete maps. With a tremendous facilit
tion in analysis, numerical computation, and visualization
maps also capture many fundamental dynamical prop
ties of flows. These advantages have made the Pionc
surface-of-section technique one of the most popul
analysis tools in nonlinear dynamics and chaos.

Despite its usefulness, the Pioncaré surface-of-secti
technique has a fundamental drawback: The discrete m
produced by it contains no information about thephase or
timing of the underlying flow. Consider, for instance, the
case of a chaotic attractor. Trajectories on the attract
have the property of recurrence. That is, a chaotic flo
starting from a point in the phase space must return
some arbitrarily small neighborhood of the starting poin
infinitely often but never exactly repeat the initial state
The trajectory can thus be considered as going throu
an infinite number of rotationlike motions. The orbit
of the rotation, of course, never closes on itself due
the nature of chaos (otherwise, the asymptotic motio
would be a limit cycle). A natural physical variable
to describe rotation is the phase, i.e., some generaliz
angle associated with the rotation. Being an importa
physical quantity, the phase associated with a chaotic flo
can bear fundamental information about the dynamics
the system. But unfortunately, the phase dynamics
totally disregarded when a Poincaré surface of section
employed to study the system.

The phase dynamics of some particular chaotic flow
for which the phase can be naturally defined has r
cently been studied by Rosenblumet al. in the context of
synchronization [2]. To our knowledge, the phase cha
acterization ofgeneral chaotic flows remains an open
question. The purpose of this Letter is to address th
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question. But before we present our main results, we wi
to point out that the phase dynamics of chaotic flows
fundamental to at least one important technological a
plication of recent interest:multichannel nonlinear digital
communications.The topic deals with digital communi-
cation using encoded chaotic signals. Specifically, it h
been demonstrated that chaotic systems can be mani
lated, via arbitrarily small time-dependent perturbation
to generate controlled chaotic orbits whose symbolic re
resentation corresponds to the digital representation o
desirable message [3,4]. Imagine a chaotic oscillator th
generates an apparently random signal. To encode a m
sage into the chaotic signal, one often utilizes the di
crete map obtained on some Poincaré surface of sect
to define a good symbolic dynamics. In practical applica
tions, multichannel communications are desirable. In o
der to transmit information through multiple channels, on
must integrate a large number of chaotic oscillators into
single communication system. A potential difficulty is
that the time intervals for reading off digital information
bits (symbols) from a chaotic oscillator are random. Tha
is, when one examines the Poincaré surface of section
determine the symbolic dynamics, one typically observe
that the time periods for successive piercing of the tr
jectory through the section are randomly distributed. A
integrated multichannel communication system deman
that all the chaotic oscillators be paced. That is, the tim
intervals for generating symbols in the symbolic dynamic
need to be identical for all oscillators. It is, thus, essenti
to pace the chaotic oscillators so that a trajectory pass
through the Poincaré surface of section in equal time i
tervals. The solution to this chaos-pacing problem relie
on a good knowledge about the phase of the chaotic flo

In this Letter, we investigate the phase dynamics o
continuous chaotic flows. A fundamental difficulty in
defining a proper phase variable [denoted byfstd herein]
for the flow is the requirement that there be a definit
direction (e.g., either clockwise or counterclockwise) an
a unique center of rotation. That is, the instantaneo
angular velocity (or frequency)dfstdydt of the rotation
must not be negative, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a
We call the rotation in Fig. 1(a) aproper rotation. A
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3885
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of (a) a proper rotation o
which a phase can be defined, and (b) a rotation with multip
centers for which a phase cannot be defined.

chaotic flow, however, typically exhibits more than on
center of rotation, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). T
overcome this difficulty, we utilize a scheme to decompo
a chaotic signal into a number of intrinsic modes, eac
corresponding to a proper rotation. By the nature
chaos, an orbit on each rotation never closes on itse
Nonetheless, the phase variable associated with the rota
can now be properly defined. Our main result is that
typical chaotic flow is supported practically by asmall
numberof intrinsic modes of proper rotation. By utilizing
the Hilbert transform to generate an analytical sign
[5] corresponding to each rotation, we obtain the pha
fstd for that rotation. Furthermore, we find that the
fluctuations of the phase of each mode from that of
uniform rotation are a fractional Brownian-type of random
process. We obtain universal scaling laws governing t
phase fluctuations. Based on our results, we conjectu
that the phase organization of chaotic flows by prop
rotations and the fractional Brownian-type of random
phase dynamics are general.

We first review the procedure [2,5] to compute th
phase of a chaotic flow,if the signal corresponds to
a proper rotation as in Fig. 1(a). Consider a chaotic
system described by anN-dimensional flowdxydt 
Fsxd, where x [ RN , and assume that the motion o
trajectories occurs on a chaotic attractor. Arbitraril
choosing one state variable, sayxstd, we obtain a chaotic
time series (or a chaotic signal). To compute the pha
function fstd corresponding toxstd, we first perform the
Hilbert transform ofxstd to obtain
3886
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x̃std  P.V.

"
1
p

Z `

2`

xst0 d
t 2 t0

dt0

#
, (1)

where P.V. stands for the Cauchy principal value fo
integral. The following analytic signal is then constructe
to yield an amplitude functionAstd and a phase function
fstd,

cstd  xstd 1 ix̃std  Astdeifstd . (2)

If one plotsx̃std againstxstd in the complex plane ofcstd,
or equivalently, in the polar coordinatefAstd, fstdg, one
obtains a proper rotation.

The major difficulty for a general chaotic flow is that the
trajectory in the complex plane ofcstd may have multiple
centers of rotation. Take, for an example, the chaot
attractor of the Lorenz system [6]:dxydt  210sx 2 yd,
dyydt  2xz 1 28x 2 y, and dzydt  xy 2 s8y3dz.
Figure 2(a) shows the trajectory in the complex plane
cstd, which is the analytic signal corresponding toystd.
Clearly, no proper phase functionfstd can be defined.
It is, thus, necessary to preprocess the chaotic signal
decompose it into proper rotations. Our procedure
as follows [7]. Notice that for a proper rotation in the
complex plane of the analytic signal, the real part (th
original chaotic signal) usually possesses the prope
that the number of extrema is equal to the number
zero-crossing points, if the center of the rotation is take
to be the origin of the coordinate system. Thus, given

FIG. 2. (a) A trajectory in the complex plane of the analytic
signal from they component of the Lorenz equation. The
motion exhibits multiple centers of rotation so that a prope
phase cannot be defined. (b) A similar trajectory from the fir
intrinsic modeC1std of ystd of the Lorenz system. In this case,
the phasef1std can be properly defined.
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chaotic signalxstd, we can extract signals that have thi
property. To achieve this, we adopt the empirical-mod
decomposition method by Huanget al. [7]: (i) Construct
two smooth splines connecting all the maxima an
minima, respectively, to getxmaxstd and xminstd; (ii)
computeDxstd ; xstd 2 fxmaxstd 1 xminstdgy2; and (iii)
repeat steps (i) and (ii) forDxstd until the resulting signal
corresponds to a proper rotation. Denote the resulti
signal by C1std, which is the first intrinsic mode. We
then take the differencex1std ; xstd 2 C1std and repeat
steps (i)–(iii) to obtain the second intrinsic modeC2std.
The procedure continues until the modeCMstd shows
no apparent variation [8]. Summarizing these steps, w
have decomposed the original chaotic signalxstd in the
following manner: xstd 

PM
j1 Cjstd, where the func-

tions Cjstd’s are nearly orthogonal to each other [7]. By
construction, each modeCjstd generates a proper rotation
in the complex plane of its own analytic signalcjstd 
Ajstdeifj std, and the average rotation frequenciesvj ;
kdfjstdydtl obey the following orderv1 $ v2 · · · $ vM

because the sifting procedure picks the component w
the fastest variation embedded in the original signal fir
and that with the slowest variation last [7]. Figure 2(b
shows the trajectory in the complex plane of the analyt
signal of the first componentC1std from the Lorenz
system. Clearly, now there is a unique rotation center f
which the phase ofC1std can be properly defined.

In general, the number of fundamental modesM
required to capture the rotationlike motions in the sign
is small. Figure 3 shows the phase functionsfjstd
corresponding to different modes for the Lorenz flow. W
see that there is a clear separation between the aver
rotation frequencies (the average slopes) of the vario
modes, withv1 being the largest. We also see thatvj ø
0 for j $ 7, indicating that the eighth mode and up ar
insignificant. In principle, an infinitely long chaotic signa

FIG. 3. fjstd versust for j  1, . . . , 8. Note that the phase
variation in f8std is already approximately zero, indicating
that further components are insignificant. The frequenci
are v1 ø 20.68, v2 ø 10.01, v3 ø 6.61, v4 ø 3.95, v5 ø
2.068, v6 ø 1.48, and v7 ø 0.46. Roughly, we havev2 ø
v1y2, v3 ø v1y3, v4 ø v1y5, v5 ø v1y10, v6 ø v1y14,
andv7 ø v1y45.
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can be decomposed into an infinite number of prope
rotations. However, we find that the amplitudes and th
average rotation frequencies decrease rapidly as high
order modes are examined. Thus, a few proper rotatio
are sufficient to represent the phase of the chaotic sign
but we have no rigorous assurance of this. We stress th
while the sifting procedure is necessary for chaotic flow
that exhibit multiple centers of rotation in the complex
plane of its analytic signal, there are systems in which th
flow apparently already has a unique center of rotatio
In this case, the sifting procedure is not necessary and o
can define the phase associated with the flow directly fro
the analytic signal. Flows on the Rössler attractor appe
to belong to this category [2].

We now ask, what are the characteristics of the prop
rotations that constitute a chaotic flow? Since the flow
chaotic, we expect to see fluctuations of the phasesfjstd
from those of the uniform rotationsvjt sj  1, . . . , Md.
In general, we can writefjstd  vjt 1 FjfAjstdg, j 
1, . . . , M, where Ajstd is the amplitude of the analytic
signal associated with thejth modeCjstd, and Fjstd is
a smooth function. By the nature of chaos,Ajstd’s are
essentially random variables if one examines them
time scales*1yvj , respectively. Thus, compared with
a uniform rotation on a circle, a chaotic rotationfjstd
not only has a random instantaneous radius but it al
rotates faster or slower than the uniform rotation in
random fashion. We concentrate on the fluctuations
the chaotic phase functionfjstd about the phasevjt
of the uniform rotation, i.e.,Dfjstd ; fjstd 2 vjt 
FjfAjstdg. Figure 4(a) shows, for the Lorenz signal in
Fig. 2, Df1std versust. The plot resembles that of a
fractional Brownian motion [9]. To confirm this, we
perform a scaling analysis. Specifically, we examine th
probability distribution of the first-return timet of the
random processDfjstd. It was shown in Ref. [10] that
for a fractional Brownian motion, the first-return-time
distribution obeys the following scaling laws:

Pstd , tH22 , (3)

whereH is the Hurst exponent [11]. Figure 4(b) shows
log10 Pstd versus log10 t for Df1std in Fig. 4(a). To ob-
tain this figure, 30 000 random initial conditions were cho
sen, each yielding a time series for0 # t # 600 with
integration steph  0.01 (after regarding a sufficiently
long chaotic transient). For each time series,Dfjstd’s
sj  1, . . . , 8d were computed using a combination of the
sifting procedure and the Hilbert transform. The plot in
Fig. 4(b) can be fitted by a straight line of slope21.26 6

0.03, indicating a robust algebraic scaling law Eq. (3) with
a Hurst exponent of approximately 0.74. Computation u
ing the mean-square displacement ofDfjstd yields essen-
tially the identical exponent [11]. While this exponent is
obtained by using the time seriesystd from the Lorenz
equation, computation usingxstd and zstd of the Lorenz
equation yields similar scaling laws. These results, thu
3887
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FIG. 4. (a) Plot ofDf1std, fluctuations of the phase abou
that of a uniform rotation of the analytic signal ofC1std. (b)
Probability distribution of the first-return time ofDf1std (on a
logarithmic scale). The Hurst exponent isH ø 0.74.

strongly suggest thatthe fluctuations of the chaotic phase
of the intrinsic rotations about these of uniform rotation
are fractional Brownian random processes.

In summary, we have discovered an interesting orga
ization of chaos in autonomous flows. That is, a chao
signal can be practically decomposed into a small nu
ber of intrinsic modes of proper rotation. Each mode h
a unique center of rotation so that the phase associa
with the rotation can be properly defined. We find th
the fluctuations of the phase in each mode about that
a uniform rotation are a fractional Brownian-type of ran
dom process. These results appear quite general bec
they hold for all cases of chaotic systems which we ha
examined: the Lorenz system, the Rössler system [1
and an experimentally measured signal from a chao
laser. Thus, although chaos is always associated wit
broad-band Fourier spectrum and is commonly cons
ered as complicated, the phase of chaos is actually q
simple: It consists ofonly a small numberof nontrivial
proper rotations. Besides its apparent application to i
portant technological problems such as nonlinear digi
communication [3], we believe that the study of the pha
of chaotic flows can provide us with new insights into th
fundamental organization of chaos.

We thank Dr. N. Huang for sending us Ref. [7] befor
its publication, and Professor A. Pikovsky for valuab
discussions. This work was supported by AFOSR u
der Grant No. F49620-96-1-0066, by NSF under Gra
No. PHY-9722156, and by the University of Kansas.
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